Saturn VUE 3.0L Intake Manifold Set

ISSUE:
Spark plugs should be changed every 60,000 – 100,000 miles on the 3.0 L Saturn VUE 2002 – 2003 VIN B model. What you may not know is that when they are changed, an OEM aluminum intake plenum has to be purchased from the dealer which can turn into a costly tune-up.

RESOLUTION:
MAHLE Original has designed press-in-place gaskets that allow you to reuse the intake plenum for a fraction of the cost. The MAHLE Original intake manifold gasket set is application engineered to fit precisely into the OEM intake plenum. Smooth flashing lines also ensure ease of installation.

You should be cautious, as with any press in place gasket, to make sure the sealing bead is vertical and not turned over to assist in preventing leaks. Visit youtube.com/mahlecleveite for a video on how to properly install this gasket set.

APPLICATION:
MAHLE Original part number MS19490 is available fitting 2002 – 2003 Saturn VUE 3.0L VIN B engines.